Significance enhancement in the conductivity of core shell nanocomposite electrolyte


Today, there is a great demand for electrolytes with high ionic-conductivity at low operating temperatures for solid-oxide fuel cells. Therefore, a co-doped technique was used to synthesize a highly ionic conductive two phase nanocomposite electrolyte Sr/Sm-ceria-carbonate by co-precipitation method. A significant increase in conductivity was measured in this co-doped Sr/Sm-ceria-carbonate electrolyte at 550 °C as compared to the more commonly studied samarium doped ceria. The fuel cell power density was 900 mW/cm² at low temperature (400-580 °C). The composite electrolyte was found to have homogenous morphology with core-shell structure using SEM and TEM. The two phase core-shell structure was confirmed from XRD analysis. The crystallite size was found to be 30-60 nm and is in good agreement with the SEM analysis. The thermal analysis was determined with DSC. The enhancement in conductivity is due to two effects; co-doping of Sr in samarium doped ceria and it’s composite with carbonate which is responsible for core-shell structure. This co-doped approach with the second phase gives promise in addressing the challenge to lower the operating temperature of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC).
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Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are achieving significant attention for power generation due to certain attractive features including fuel flexibility, high efficiency and potentially long operating lives. However, the high operating temperature range of traditional SOFCs (> 900 °C) puts many constraints on system design and is particularly challenging for the choice of materials. Therefore, substantial efforts are in progress to lower the operating temperature regime, known as intermediate temperature (IT) range (500-750 °C). Lowering the operating temperatures however leads to decreased performance (lesser oxygen ion conductivity). One approach to maintain the higher conductivity is to reduce the thickness of electrolyte to minimize its ohmic resistance, but it has experienced certain limitations including a threshold thickness after which the resistance does not decrease. The other approach is to explore and develop new electrolyte materials possessing high ionic conductivity, at low temperatures.
Many oxygen ion conductors have been extensively studied as an electrolyte in SOFCs, and based on various families ceramic crystal structures, such as perovskites, fluorites, apatite, pyrochlore, melilite, brownmillerite, BIMEVOX, LAMOX, and Bi2O3. However, the fluorite structured materials i.e. ceria (CeO2), zirconia (ZrO2) and Bi2O3 are considered as ideal oxide ion conductors. Ideal fluorite structure is a face centered cubic (FCC) array of cations, while anions sit on the tetrahedral sites, where the conduction mechanism occurs in the anion sub-lattices by means of ‘vacancy migration’. Only ceria (CeO2) retains its fluorite structure at room temperature, while both ZrO2 and Bi2O3 have monoclinic structures which can be stabilized with other cation like yttria.

At intermediate temperature range, the performance of SOFC is largely dominated by two processes which are; the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) that occurs at the cathode and the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte. Yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) as an electrolyte is a good choice and is reliable due to its structural and thermodynamic stability. But it possess low ionic conductivity at IT range although a conductivity of 4.2 x 10^-2 S/cm at temperature 800 °C has been reported. Also Bi2O3 showed highest conductivity of 1 S/cm keeping its fluorite structure but within a very narrow temperature range, 730-804 °C. These structural changes be avoided by appropriate doping for example; for Bi1.6Er0.4O3, 2 x 10^-2 S/cm conductivity is reported at 500 °C, while high conductivities of 10^-3 - 10^-2 S/cm has been achieved for Bi12.5La1.5ReO24.5 and Bi0.85Pr0.105V0.045O1.545 at temperatures 300-400 °C.

Among these fluorite structured materials, ceria (CeO2) based materials are attracting a great amount of interest as electrolytes for SOFC due to their high conductivity at lower temperatures and good stability. In reducing atmosphere, ceria doped with rare earth elements is partially reduced and exhibits electronic conductivity, with typical peak conductivity (~ 0.01 S/cm) reported at 500 °C Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9 and Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95, and is potentially a significant problem which must be mitgate in any practical device. In ceria, the ionic conductivity is related to the formation of oxygen vacancy and its migration, and these vacancies are produced for compensating dopant cations. Though pure ceria is a poor oxide-ion conductor as low conductivity of 10^-5 S/cm doping results in an increased concentration of oxygen vacancies according to the reaction 2.

\[
\text{MO} \rightarrow \text{(CeO}_2\text{)} \quad \text{M}_\text{Ce}^+ + \text{OO}^+ + \text{V}_\text{O}^{\bullet\bullet} \\
\text{M}_2\text{O}_3 \rightarrow \text{(2CeO}_2\text{)} \quad 2\text{M}_\text{Ce}^+ + 3\text{O}_0 + \text{V}_\text{O}^{\bullet\bullet}
\]

Where M is divalent cation (M2+ = Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba) or trivalent cation (M3+ = Sm, Gd etc.).

The oxygen vacancy in doped ceria depends on the nature of the dopant and its amount. Its ionic conductivity is also affected by the 'lattice strain' as generated due to the ionic-radius mismatch between the dopant and host ions. Therefore, it is very important to have an appropriate choice of dopant and its amount to minimize the lattice strain and consequently to enhance the ionic conductivity. It has been reported that sufficient oxygen vacancies are produced by doping of 20 mol % divalent or trivalent cation in ceria, for example samarium doped ceria (SDC) and gadolinium doped ceria (GDC). But there is deterioration of the ionic conductivity of CeO2 due to the clustering of oxygen vacancy (or defect association) as the trivalent dopant (M3+) content increases above 20 % mol, which leads to the generation of few mobile vacancies.

For ceria doped with different cations, only samaria doped ceria (SDC) has showed highest conductivity as reported by Eguchi et al., as the ionic radius of samaria (1.079 Å) matches with ceria (0.94 Å). Although, it is considered that minimum difference of 'ionic radii mismatch' between dopant and host results in the increase of conductivity.
acceptable because the ionic radius of yttria (1.019 Å) is closer to ceria as compared to samaria. Therefore, it is still debatable whether only the ionic radius of the dopant determines the oxide ion conductivity or some other parameters also play an important role.

However, are cognized route for improving the ionic conductivity of such fluorite structured materials is co-doping (also known as doubly doped) i.e. doping with two or more than two differentiation species. This approach was first employed by Politova and Irvine for solid electrolytes, when they studied the doping of scandia and yttria with zirconia. They reported that only a small content of yttria is necessary for stabilizing the cubic fluorite-structure, as further addition of it to Sc-doped ZrO2 decreases the conductivity of material. However, contrary to the role of co-doping in ZrO2 for stabilizing its structure, co-doping (it) can be used in CeO2 for increasing its ionic conductivity by reproducing the ionic radius of the ideal dopant or the lattice constant. The purpose of the doping is to achieve an effective or average cation radius, very close to ceria; hence to minimize the 'average strain' as developed by dopant cations. Co-doping effects of different trivalent metals like Y, Sm, Nd, Pr, La on gadolina doped ceria (GDC) were studied by Kim et al., and found an increase in ionic conductivity with Sm co-doping. Yamamura et al., discussed the effect of co-doping on the system Ce1-x-yLasMyO2-δ with M = Ca or Sr. For singly (Ce0.8Ln0.2O1.9, where Ln = Y, Sm, Nd, La) and doubly doped ceria (Ce0.8La0.1Y0.1O1.9), the ionic conductivity was investigated by Yoshida et al., using extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). Andersson et al. calculated theoretically using DFT the effect of co-doping in ceria with Nd/Sm and Pr/Gd and predicted that it can enhance the ionic conductivity as compared to singly doped ceria. Omer et al., reported an increase in ionic conductivity (0.014 S/cm at 550 °C) with Ce0.85Nd0.075Sm0.075O1.925, based on these theoretical backgrounds, which was 30% as compared to Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95. Similar results were reported by Ramesh et al., for co-doping of Gd and Pr with ceria and found 11.5% higher ionic conductivity than GDC. Sha et al., studied the effect of co-doping of La and Y with ceria and found an improvement in the ionic conductivity. Yeh and Chou, investigated co-doping of strontium (1.25 Å) with GDC and achieved good conductivity of 0.061 S/cm with Ce0.78Sm0.2Sr0.02O1.88 at 800 °C which was twice of singly doped SDC. Recently, Gao et al., reported an increase in the bulk conductivity for Ce0.8(Sm0.7 Sr0.3)0.2O2- δ.

The co-doping is a good approach for the structure modification of ceria-based material to improve the ionic oxide conductivity at low temperature range (300-600 oC). Sr is very attractive due to its distinctive co-doping effect into the ceria host lattice and the ionic-radius compatibility with the host cation. The introduction of the co-doped ceria with Sr can lead to the improved ionic conductivity. The ionic conductivity of co-doped ceria can be further increased by introducing carbonates as a second phase. The carbonate phase as a core-shell structure provides interface for ion conduction and is reported in our previous work.

In this paper, we report first time on co-doping of carbonate based ceria composite with different concentrations/compositions of Sr and Sm for electrolytes suitable for IT-SOFC. The crystal structure and surface morphology of the synthesized electrolyte materials was studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The existence of second phase responsible for core-shell structure is confirmed by TEM analysis. We measured an increased ionic conductivity at low temperature range and consequently the enhanced performance of the fuel cell.

**Experimental**
Sample/Electrolyte Preparation

Sr & Sm co-doped ceria core with Na2CO3 carbonate shell is named as nanocomposite electrolytes were synthesized with different compositions Sr0.2Sm0.0Ce0.8O2-δ-carbonate (sample-1), Sr0.2Sm0.1Ce0.7O2-δ-carbonate (sample-2), Sr0.1Sm0.2Ce0.7O2-δ-carbonate (sample-3) and Sr0.1Sm0.1Ce0.8O2-δ-carbonate (sample-4) by a co-precipitation technique. Stoichiometric amounts of cerium nitrate hexahydrate Ce(NO3)3.6H2O (Sigma Aldrich 99%, USA), samarium nitrate hexahydrate Sm(NO3)3.6H2O (Sigma Aldrich 99%, USA) and strontium nitrate Sr(NO3)2 (Sigma Aldrich 99%, USA) were mixed and dissolved in de-ionized water to make a 0.1 M solution. The nitrate solution was stirred for 2 hours and 0.2 M Na2CO3 solution was prepared and added drop wise in the nitrate solution. The resulting precipitate was rinsed with de-ionized water and then dried in oven at 250 °C for 2 hours. The dried powder was subsequently calcined 850 °C in furnace for 4 hours. The same procedure was used to prepare all the samples.

The solid state reaction (SSR) method was used to prepare the Li-Ni-Cu-Zn (LNCZ) oxide electrodes. Li2CO3.3H2O (Sigma Aldrich, 99% USA), Ni2(CO3)3.6H2O (Sigma Aldrich,99% USA),Cu(CO3)3 (Sigma Aldrich, 99%USA) and Zn(NO3)2. (Sigma Aldrich, 99%USA) were mixed in a weight ratio of 1.5: 7: 2.5: 7. These were grinded in mortar pestle and then calcined for 4 hours at 800 oC. Nickel and copper oxides were used as a catalyst in the anode.

Characterization

The calcined powdered samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) using X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical X’Pert Pro MPD, Phillips, Netherlands) with monochromated Cu Kα radiation (λ= 0.15418 nm). The lattice constant and lattice parameter of the materials were determined from the XRD peaks. The average crystallite size D was determined by using the Scherer’s equation:

\[ D = \frac{0.9\lambda}{\beta\cos\theta} \]  
(3)

Where λ is the wavelength of radiation, β is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peak and θ is the Bragg angle. β is taken for the strongest Bragg’s peak corresponding to (111) reflection for all the samples.

The microstructure and morphology of the samples were examined using scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, Carl Zeiss, Germany). In order to confirm the second phase (core-shell) and microstructure analysis TEM was performed on a JEOL NM-200 and operated at 200 kV. The thermal behaviors of the composite electrolytes were investigated by thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) (model Q600, USA), and the samples were heated from 25 oC to 1000 oC at a rate of 10 oC min-1. The thermal expansion co-efficient and change in volume of solids were measured using a NETZSCH model 402 C pushrod dilatometer. This dilatometer was equipped with a SiC furnace capable of operation between room temperature and 1600 °C. The system is vacuum tight, allowing measurements to be carried out in pure inert or oxidizing atmospheres, as well as under vacuum.

Pellet fabrication for conductivity and performance measurement

For conductivity measurements, 1.15 mm thick pellets with 13 mm diameter having an active area of 0.84 cm2 were made with the different compositions of the electrolyte under 40 MPa pressure and sintered in air at 700 °C for 60 minutes. To collect/measure the current, silver paste was used on both sides of the pellet and dried at 600 °C for 30 min. The conductivity of the sintered samples was measured by four point dc probe method at (300-600 °C) temperature range in air. The distance between voltage probe and current probe was kept as 1.2 mm. The Probe station (KeithLink, China)
with 4 probes of Tungsten integrated with DC current source 2450 (Keithley Instruments, USA) were used for current and voltage measurements. The conductivity was calculated using the collected data from KickStart software (Keithley instruments, USA), with the following formula:

\[ \sigma = \frac{L}{RA} \]

where \( \sigma \) is the conductivity, \( L \) is the thickness of the pellet, \( R \) is the internal resistance is and \( A \) is the area of the cell. The active area of the pellet was assumed to be 0.64 cm².

For fuel cell pellets fabrication, same procedure was used to make the cells \([\text{LNCZ+Sr-SDC|Sr-SDC|LNCZ+Sr-SDC}]\). Fuel cell was 13 mm in diameter and 0.8 mm in thickness (anode thickness 0.30 mm, electrolyte 0.30 mm and cathode 0.20 mm), so the cell has an electrolyte supported configuration. The cell performance was measured with a computerized instrument (Fuel Cell Electronic load, Model: IT8511, China) at 600 °C and H₂ gas was used as a fuel with a flow rate of 100 ml.min⁻¹ at atmospheric pressure and ambient air was used as an oxidant.

**Results and discussion**

**Phase analysis and microstructure**

Fig. 1 displays the pattern of XRD for co-doped Sr/Sm ceria-carbonate electrolyte with different compositions which are indexed by using the Mjad-5 software. The indexed patterns are showed that all the compositions have a single phase of CeO₂oxide, and clearly seen that both Sr and Sm have been doped properly in ceria. It also shows that all co-doped ceria electrolytes have cubic fluorite structure (JCPDS Card No.39-0394). The values of angle 2θ of doped ceria shift slightly with change in the composition of Sr and Sm. The average crystallite size of each composition was calculated form peak data of ceria phase by using the Scherer’s equation and is shown in the Table 1. The results showed that the composition Sr₀.₁Sm₀.₁Ce₀.₈O₂-δ-carbonate has the smallest average crystallite size 29.637 nm. It can also be seen that lattice parameter of ceria oxide are varied with the ratios of Sr and Sm contents. This lattice parameter of ceria oxide are changed due to due to slightly difference of ionic radii of Ce⁴⁺ (0.94 Å) with Sm³⁺ (1.079 Å) and Sr²⁺ (1.25 Å). These values are in complete agreement with Vegord’s rule and also verify that the prepared samples of doped ceria are indeed ceria based solid solution.

The microstructural morphologies for all compositions of as prepared powder/electrolytes were studied using SEM. Fig 2(a) shows the typical microstructure of Sr₀.₁Sm₀.₁Ce₀.₈O₂-δ-carbonate and indicating that particles are homogeneous and distributed uniformly. In Fig 2(a), it can also be observed that the prepared electrolyte is not porous and is quite dense. The particle shapes are irregular and the average size is ~30-60 nm, which agrees adequately with the XRD analysis.

Micrograph of fig 2(a) clearly represents the carbonate phase or second phase with the ceria phase, as there is a distinct contrast between the inner and outer shell of the particles. This indicates the presence of core-shell structure as the percolation of amorphous carbonates is obvious. Such two phase regions facilitate the ionic conduction by constructing ion conducting paths. In order to confirm the carbonate phase and contents in the electrolyte, EDX spectrum was also performed and fig. 2(b) shows the formation of Na₂CO₃-core shell on Sr-SDC. The amorphous nature of the shell can also be verified from the XRD pattern which shows no peak of Na₂CO₃. This also compliments the SEM analysis which reveals the shallow layer of Na₂CO₃ on the particles.
The high-resolution TEM image of a small part of co-doped ceria shows the crystal structure and particle size in fig. 2(c). The presence of secondary phase and core shell was observed and shown in fig. 2(c). It can be clearly seen that shell layer is very thin and, several nm in thickness, was formed outside the co-doped Sr-SDC particle.

The formation of core shell layer will act as a barrier to electronic conduction between anode and electrolyte. This shell will protect SDC from partial reduction by the fuel thus further reducing any electronic current.

**Thermal Analysis**

Fig. 3(a) and (b) describe the temperature-dependent mass variations and heat flow rate of the ceria co-doped nanocomposite electrolyte in air and reducing varigon atmospheres at room temperature to 650 °C. In the temperature range of 25 °C to 150 °C, a mass loss step of 2.9 % was observed in varigon and air environments due to the evaporation of absorbed moisture/water, which was escorted by an endothermic DSC peak with an enthalpy of ~66 J/g. In the next step of temperature range 150 °C to 400 °C, further mass loss of 0.4 - 0.5 % occurred, which could be due to the burn-up of impurities in ceria co-doped nanocomposite electrolyte. Above the temperature of 400 °C, there was no mass loss to observe in the air atmosphere, but in the varigon environment showed 0.5 % mass loss which is due to reduction environs. A small endothermic DSC peak was observed around the temperature of 600 °C in both air and reducing varigon atmospheres, where the phase transformation may be occurred.

In order to evaluate the mechanical compatibility of the ZnO/NiO materials with the electrolyte, thermal expansion measuremets were performed. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the variations of the ΔL/L (coefficient of linear expansion) values in the range of 300-550 °C. It shows good match of the ZnO/NiO materials and Sr/Sr ceria-carbonate in the air. In the H2 atmosphere, it shows a shrinkage of ZnO/NiO materials due to the Ni-Zn phase formation with ZnO/NiO reduced by H2 and suceedent Ni-Zn transformation around 530 °C. In the application of low temperature (LT) SOFCs stack using ZnO/NiO electrodes, it should be opearted lower than 530 °C in order to prevent the mechanical degradation of the electrode. It can been seen from the fig. 3(b) that with increasing temperature, the difference between the curves of samples exposed to different ambient conditions also increases. In the case of Sr doped samples the difference between the curves is not very significant as compared to the ZnO/NiO for different ambient environment due to fact that degradation in ZnO/NiO samples starts at higher temperatures.

**Conductivity and Cell Performance**

As discussed earlier, there are two major challenges for the commercialization of SOFC, one is to lower the operating temperature and second is to explore new, more cost-effective, and stable materials/compositions. Here the Sr-divalent cation has been used as a co-dopant due to its low cost and easy availability 51. From fig 4(a), it can be seen that Sr/Sr ceria-carbonate system shows higher ionic conductivity at low temperature as compare to singly doped ceria with same conductivity at 1000 °C. Furthermore, the co-doing of Sr in SDC and carbonate as core shell could help to overcome the electronic conduction of CeO2 in anodic environment and also to enhance the density of solid electrolyte.

The main purpose of adding the Na2CO3 in electrolyte is to create a second phase as a core shell, which also reported previously in our work48-49. This may form a large interface region for ion conduction paths between the SDC and the carbonate at elevated temperatures to greatly enhance the material conductivity48-49. This interface has, in principle, no bulk structural limit for the
creation of high concentration of mobile ions, and can thus be greatly disordered. This implies that such interfaces have the capacity to contain higher mobile ion concentration than that of the bulk. The electric field distribution in the interfaces between two phases is the key to realizing the interfacial super-ionic conduction, allowing ions to move on particle’s surfaces or interfaces by high conductivity pathways.

The higher conductivity of the prepared composite materials at lower temperature is also due to the amorphous nature of Na2CO3 shell. It can protect the active surface of SDC and interfaces in nanoscale to enhance the nano-material stability as well as further promote the oxygen ion transportation through the interfacial mechanism. The use of core-shell co-doped ceria-carbonate nanocomposite electrolytes resulted in a greater conductivity and thermal stability as compared to that of single-phase ceria, and a high ionic conductivity in excess of 0.5 S cm⁻¹ at 300–600 oC.

Arrhenius plot was drawn from the total ionic conductivity data by curve fitting to calculate the activation energies (Ea) of the Sr0.1Sm0.1Ce0.8O2-δ-carbonate Sr0.2Sm0.0Ce0.8O2-δ-carbonate, Sr0.2Sm0.1Ce0.7O2-δ-carbonate, andSr0.1Sm0.2Ce0.7O2-δ-carbonate, nano-composite electrolytes under air atmosphere in the temperature range 300 oC - 650 oC and results is shown in fig. 4(a). It can be seen clearly from the fig 4(a) that Sr0.1Sm0.1Ce0.8O2-δ-carbonate exhibits high ionic conductivity as compared to the others. Its conductivities increase due to increase of oxygen ions transportation from created large number of oxygen vacancies at high temperature. The doping of strontium in SDC significantly alters its ionic conductivity as reported earlier e.g. T.H.Yeh reported 0.061 S/cm at 800 oC, N.Jaiswal reported 0.004 S/cm at 500 oC and many others reported30,42,45,52,53. The change in the ionic conductivity due to the doping of strontium can be related to decrease in lattice binding energy that result into increased numbers of oxygen vacancies. The number of oxygen vacancies is directly related to the conductivity of the material 30, 55. At lower temperature, it has may be less lattice binding energy and defects in the interface phases are not highly mobility for the oxygen ions.

It can also be seen that there is sharply jump around 400 oC, where it could be related to glass transition temperature49. The behaviors of conductivities in the air atmosphere was increased with increased the temperature. The enhanced ionic conductivity of co-doped ceria due to strontium doping can be attributed to; (i) maximized non interfering oxygen vacancies, (ii) the average radii of co-doping divalent cations close to that of Ce4+ and (iii) small average binding energy. The table 2 depicts activation energies due to oxygen ions migration for the prepared samples calculated from the Arrhenius equation.

The ionic transference number (ion) of ceria co-doped electrolyte was obtained by Hebb-Wagner’s DC Polarization method54-55 at 600 °C. The following equation was used for calculation.

\[
\text{Ionic transport number } \text{ion} = 1 - \frac{I_f}{I_i}
\]

where \(I_i\) and \(I_f\) are the initial current and final current respectively.

The ionic transference numbers (i) of sample Sr0.1Sm0.1Ce0.8O2-δ-carbonate as calculated using dc polarization technique was found to be 0.90.

The characteristics curves of I-V/I-R for different temperatures 400 °C, 500 °C, 580 °C are represented in fig 4(b) exhibiting that maximum power density of 900 mWcm⁻² is achieved at 580 oC. Open circuit voltage (OCV) and current data were recorded for cells (symmetric) at temperature range 400 oC -580 oC, using the Sr0.1Sm0.1Ce0.8O2-δ-carbonate, as electrolyte and LNCZ-SrSDC as
electrodes. This sample was used because Sr0.1Sm0.1Ce0.8O2-δ-carbonate has the maximum conductivity.

Wenquan et al.,56 achieved a power density of 190 mW cm\(^{-1}\) at 800 °C for the electrolyte La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O\(_3\) (LSGM) and another research group,56 reported an increase in the power density of 170 mW cm\(^{-1}\) at 1073 K with SDC electrolyte and Sr-doped samarium cobaltite cathode with the addition of RuO\(_2\). However, no report has been seen previously for the calculation of power density of Sr-SDC as an electrolyte. In this present research, a maximum performance has been achieved at low temperature 400-580 °C.

The reduced IR drop from electrolyte ohmic behavior can account for the higher performance at such low temperature. The two phase electrolyte produced by the ceria / carbonate composite, as found, displays a higher ionic conductivity possibly due to enhanced ionic conduction pathways and which makes for the excellent performance demonstrated.

Conclusions

The results presented in this article show the significant enhancement in the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte which can improve fuel cell performance at lower temperatures. Excellent performance was obtained at 550 oC where a maximum power density of 900 mWcm\(^{-2}\) was measured running on excess pure hydrogen at modest pressures and ambient. The ionic conductivity of the best composition of co-doped composite electrolyte was 0.5 S/cm. The enhanced conductivity is likely to be attributed to the effect of co-doping and of carbonate phases, which leads to a higher ionic conductivity pathways in the electrolyte.

This research provides fundamental studies about co-doped ionic composite conductors which can lead to lower the operating temperature of SOFC. The results using these materials can strongly support the development of the low temperature SOFC for commercialization with an ultra-low cost and reliable performance. At present, the development of composite co-doped electrolyte materials and its application in LT-SOFCs are still at an initial stage. Development of SOFC technology operating at 300–600 oC also opens up new market opportunities.
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Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction pattern for different compositions of Sr/Sm ceria–carbonate electrolytes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Crystallite size of Sintered Powder (nm)</th>
<th>Lattice Parameter (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sr$<em>{0.2}$Sm$</em>{0.0}$Ce$<em>{0.8}$O$</em>{2-\delta}$</td>
<td>47.898</td>
<td>5.4037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sr$<em>{0.2}$Sm$</em>{0.1}$Ce$<em>{0.7}$O$</em>{2-\delta}$</td>
<td>43.239</td>
<td>5.4186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sr$<em>{0.1}$Sm$</em>{0.2}$Ce$<em>{0.7}$O$</em>{2-\delta}$</td>
<td>31.276</td>
<td>5.4227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sr$<em>{0.1}$Sm$</em>{0.1}$Ce$<em>{0.8}$O$</em>{2-\delta}$</td>
<td>56.637</td>
<td>5.4258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Lattice parameters of Sr/Sm ceria–carbonate electrolytes with different composition
Fig. 2 (a) SEM micrograph for Sr0.1Sm0.1Ce0.8O2– carbonate with closed view of core shell particles (b) EDX spectrum of co-doped ceria with Sr/Sm– carbonate (c) TEM micrograph for Sr0.1Sm0.1Ce0.8O2 – carbonate core shell.
Fig. 3 (a) TGA/DSC of Sr/Sm ceria–carbonate electrolytes with a ramp rate of 10 °C min\(^{-1}\) in H\(_2\) atmosphere, (b) TGA/DSC of Sr/Sm ceria–carbonate electrolytes with a ramp rate of 10 °C min\(^{-1}\) in argon atmosphere, (c) thermal expansion of ZnO/NiO and Sr/SDC–carbonate both in air and H\(_2\) (diluted with argon), in which DL/L is the relative variation of the length of the samples.
Fig. 4 (a) Arrhenius plot for different Sr/Sm ceria–carbonate electrolytes in air (b) I–V/I–P characteristics of a fuel cell at different temperatures 400 C, 500 C, 580 C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Activation Energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300-650 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Sr}<em>{0.2}\text{Sm}</em>{0.1}\text{Ce}<em>{0.8}\text{O}</em>{2-\delta} )</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Sr}<em>{0.2}\text{Sm}</em>{0.1}\text{Ce}<em>{0.7}\text{O}</em>{2-\delta} )</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>Activation Energy (eV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr$<em>{0.1}$Sm$</em>{0.2}$Ce$<em>{0.7}$O$</em>{2-\delta}$</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr$<em>{0.1}$Sm$</em>{0.1}$Ce$<em>{0.8}$O$</em>{2-\delta}$</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Activation energy (eV) for different compositions at 300-650 °C